


Established in 1972, Linneys is a family owned manufacturing jeweller with 
three showrooms in Western Australia. Linneys has developed an award-
winning style, becoming synonymous for its high quality craftsmanship 
and unique designs featuring only the best diamonds and pearls. 

Combining traditional goldsmithing techniques with advanced 
technology, Linneys creates fine jewellery from precious materials.  
Our talented jewellers' skill and expertise are tantamount to the high 
quality of Linneys jewellery, transforming raw precious metals, sparkling 
gems and lustrous pearls into wearable works of art. 

Owning a piece of Linneys jewellery is owning a piece of Western 
Australian art that captures the creative passion of its founder, Alan 
Linney. The creative team harnesses the time honoured traditions of fine 
jewellery manufacturing, forging Linneys bold and contemporary style. 

OUR STORY



Memories are treasured but not tangible and nothing captures them 
like fine jewellery.

When we reflect on a life well lived, there are key moments that shape 
who we are. Our latest collection Moments is inspired by jewellery’s 
ability to capture these significant points in time. 

Everlasting in its construction and skilfully handcrafted with love, jewellery 
embodies intrinsic value.

Each time we wear a treasured keepsake, its monetary worth is 
superseded by the emotional and sentimental value it represents.  
In essence, jewellery becomes part of our persona. 

Generation after generation of our valued clients pass through our 
doors in search of their own special Linneys piece. Some are lucky 
enough to have a Linneys piece handed down to them that comes with 
its own unique story.

We are excited to bring this new collection to life and we look forward to 
seeing these pieces celebrating special moments.

Justin Linney

Creative Director

THE COLLECTION
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18ct yellow and white gold princess and baguette cut 
diamond ring $9,950 020789 » 18ct yellow gold Australian 
South Sea pearl earrings $1,660 222841 » 18ct yellow gold 
Australian South Sea pearl necklace $1,060 206365 » 18ct 
yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl earrings $1,690 222842  
Previous page: 18ct white gold diamond ring $23,250 011286

Seedless pearls are nature’s little miracles. 
Only a small percentage of oysters will 
produce a seedless pearl, which makes them 
exquisitely rare.

Unlike cultured pearls, seedless pearls don’t 
have an implanted mother-of-pearl nucleus. 
Instead, they form around natural tissue within 
the oyster. The oyster relies on the ocean 
currents to provide the nutrients required to 
grow and produce lustrous seedless pearls. 

No two seedless pearls are the same, typically 
seedless pearls are smaller in size than cultured 
pearls and people are often drawn to their 
unique shapes. 

Since 1972 we have become synonymous for 
using seedless pearls in our creative designs.

SEEDLESS PEARLS
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18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl and diamond 
ring $9,950 183885 » 18ct yellow gold Australian South 

Sea pearl pendant $470 206038 » 18ct yellow gold 
Australian South Sea pearl ring $2,990 183915 » 18ct 

yellow gold pearl stud earrings from $720 222386

18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl earrings 
$2,000 222838 » 18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl 
and diamond earrings $5,250 222780 » 18ct yellow gold 
Australian South Sea pearl and diamond ring $5,700 183968
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With more than 45 years of experience, Linneys is 
renowned as masters in pearl jewellery. The Australian 
South Sea pearl’s history is inextricably entwined with 
Linneys. Hand-selected for their natural beauty and 
individual character, each Linneys pearl is of genuine 
quality and carefully chosen based on the five principles 
of virtue: Lustre, colour, complexion, shape and size. 

For all their beauty, their strength is impressive too. 
Miraculously the unique animals that produce the pearls 
are able to survive the harsh conditions in Australian 
waters and produce these iconic gems. Unlike other 
gems that need to be faceted to unveil their inner 
beauty, pearls don’t require any cutting or polishing, 
making them one of the world’s most treasured gems. 

It’s all about the light. The layers of nacre (formed over 
years of growth in the ocean) are what create the unique 
refraction of light, which appears as a glow over the 
surface of the pearl. This glow is known as lustre and 
makes the pearl a valued, timeless and elegant gem. 

Historically, pearls were favoured by royalty. These 
days, you don’t need a crown to own the coveted little 
beauties. Pearls are sought after by all types of style 
savvy people. They come nestled in settings ranging 
from classical to contemporary so there’s something for 
every taste and style with the beauty being in the eye of 
the beholder. No matter your preference, one thing is 
consistent; the focal point is always the captivating pearl.

AUSTRALIAN PEARLS

18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl hoop earrings 
$2,700 222831 » 18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea 
pearl bracelet $995 211483 » 18ct yellow gold Australian 
South Sea pearl and diamond ring $3,000 183966
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18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond pendant 
$1,190 206370 » 18ct white gold pearl and 

diamond necklace $7,000 193804 » 18ct yellow 
and white gold pearl and diamond pendant 

$1,490 206113 » 18ct white gold Australian South 
Sea pearl stud earrings from $720 233633

18ct white gold Australian South Sea pearl pendant $1,180 206332 » 18ct yellow 
gold Australian South Sea pearl pendant $440 206046 » 18ct yellow or white 
gold round cut diamond ring $2,000/$2,160 081757/081758 » 18ct yellow gold 
pearl and diamond pendant $1,750 192654

Linneys was founded using Australian gold to produce 
distinctive designs. These designs incorporated pearls grown 
on our Australian coastline and diamonds sourced from Argyle 
in the Kimberley. 

Precious gems are unearthed, revealing beauty that can be 
worn and appreciated. Found in a myriad of colours, diamonds 
are famous for being a girl’s best friend. If a white diamond is 
your best friend, a pink diamond is your soul mate. 

Linneys specialises in rare coloured diamonds and has the 
privilege of curating one of Australia’s largest collections of 
pink diamonds.

EARTH'S NATURAL TREASURES
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18ct yellow gold amethyst and pearl 
pendant $6,840 261005 » 18ct yellow gold 

pearl and diamond pendant $8,700 193906

18ct white and yellow gold Australian 
South Sea pearl pendant $2,040 193904 
» 18ct white and yellow gold Australian 
South Sea pearl ring $2,925 183969 » 18ct 
yellow gold Australian South Sea pearl 
earrings $2,700 222839 » 18ct yellow gold 
half hoop earrings $2,850 070512 
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Pinctada Magaritifera, a black lipped oyster, produces a wide 
range of darker pearl colours. From black and silver colours 
through to peacock green, these pearls are found in French 
Polynesian waters. 

From a design perspective, Tahitian pearls allow you to make  
a statement. The broad range of hues create a distinctive look 
and are often utilised both in women’s and men’s jewellery.

TAHITIAN PEARLS

18ct white and yellow gold Tahitian pearl strand $12,750 242427 
» 18ct yellow gold Tahitian pearl strand $9,900 241872 » Tahitian 
pearl neoprene bangles $210/$800 253608/253273

18ct white gold Australian South Sea pearl 
pendant $460/$670/$750/$1,100 206047/206134/ 

206181/206028 » 18ct white gold Australian South 
Sea pearl earrings $1,900 222855 » 18ct white 

gold pearl and diamond ring $3,250 183979
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Diamonds have been used in fine jewellery for thousands of 
years and remain the world’s most desirable gem. Diamonds 
are formed at depths of approximately 150 kilometres below 
the earth’s surface, where temperatures reach 2000℃. 
Diamonds are the hardest of all gems, making them highly 
suitable for use in jewellery.

Each Linneys diamond is hand selected by our certified 
diamond specialists. Only the finest stones pass our rigorous 
quality control, which is set high above the industry standard. 
Diamonds are graded using a system devised by the GIA 
(Gemological Institute of America), recognised as the 
foremost international diamond authority. This system is often  
colloquially referred to as the "4 Cs” and includes Cut, Colour 
Clarity and Carat. The "4 Cs" are designed to help you make a 
more informed decision on your diamond purchase.

WHITE DIAMONDS
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18ct white gold diamond bracelet and necklace $52,500 
140713 » 18ct white gold tourmaline and diamond ring 
$13,950 261010 » 18ct white gold diamond earrings $7,300 
132723 » 18ct white gold diamond stud earrings $14,420 
132703 » 18ct white gold diamond ring $23,250 011286
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18ct white or yellow gold bezel set diamond tennis bracelet 
$6,300/$6,100 140653/140654 » 18ct white or yellow gold claw 
set diamond tennis bracelet $10,800/$10,500 140652/140709 » 

18ct white gold diamond ring $9,200 020726

18ct white gold star diamond necklace $2,150 113037 » 18ct 
white gold diamond ring $1,490 041674 » 18ct white or yellow 
gold diamond earrings $2,350/$2,270 132717/132718 » 18ct 

white or yellow gold diamond ring $2,380/$2,220 081800/081820
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Platinum round brilliant cut diamond ring 
$26,400 011284 » 18ct white gold radiant 
cut diamond ring $69,900 011282

A beautifully crafted ring has the power to transport us to a special 
moment in time, to remind us of someone special, or to simply 
allow us to look down at it and smile. It is made to last a lifetime and 
weather the highs and lows of life – glistening like a friend or loved 
one we can’t live without. High quality, fine jewellery is often handed 
down over generations, bringing comfort to loved ones near or far. 

When finding your perfect ring at Linneys, you can either select 
from our extensive collection or play a part in the design process 
by commissioning a custom made ring. Our expert luxury jewellery 
designers are on hand to work closely with you, to bring that dream 
to life. Whether you are hoping to design a ring for your beloved, or 
to achieve your vision for yourself, our dedicated jewellery designers 
and jewellers are available to assist.

THE PERFECT RING
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When you purchase a diamond from the extensive range at Linneys, you 
receive not only a beautiful diamond but also a guarantee of quality. Linneys 
ethically sources diamonds and our well trained team educate customers on 
the characteristics of cut, colour, clarity and carat weight. These four factors 
contribute to the beauty and value of a diamond.

DIAMOND EDUCATION

Linneys benchmark for clarity is SI2 or higher and for colour we use H 
colour or higher. Diamonds are naturally formed, so every diamond has to be 
considered individually rather than assessing it based on its grading according 
to the "4 Cs" only. There are additional factors that impact the performance 
of your diamond which our expert team will help to guide you through.

FL, IF

CLARITY

VVS1, VVS2 VS1, VS2 SI1, SI2 I1, I2, I3

FINEST MAKE
Linneys benchmark

CUT

DEEP CUT
Poor light return

SHALLOW CUT
Poor light return

5.00ct D

E

F

G

H

I

J

O

K

P

L

Q

M

R

N

S-Z

3.00ct

2.00ct

1.50ct

1.00ct

0.75ct

0.50ct

0.25ct

CARAT COLOUR

Diamonds are a natural wonder and 
we are lucky to enjoy their beauty 
that is created 150 kilometres under 
the earth’s surface. Their hardness 
surpasses all other precious stones, 
making them the perfect stone for 
engagement rings and other fine 
jewellery being worn every day.

The Linneys diamond guide is for 
illustration purposes only. Diamond 
characteristics may vary from how 
they are represented.

4.00ct
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Platinum oval cut diamond ring $27,100 011285 » 18ct white  
gold round brilliant cut diamond ring $12,530 011287 » 18ct white 
gold emerald cut diamond ring $25,300 011280 » 18ct white  
gold round brilliant cut diamond ring $23,500 011281 

Diamond rings are designed to complement the main 
stone, making the shape of the diamond the most critical 
element in the diamond ring design process. 

Round brilliant cut diamonds lead the way in terms of 
volume when it comes to diamond shapes, with all other 
shapes being known as fancy cuts. In saying that – oval, 
emerald, pear, cushion, princess and radiant cuts have 
always been in demand worldwide. 

The best way to decide your preference for diamond 
shape is to visit one of our showrooms, try various rings 
on and see what suits your hand.

DIAMOND CUT
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18ct white gold pear cut diamond ring $8,300 
020780 » 18ct white gold oval cut diamond ring 
$14,990 011123 » 18ct white gold pear cut 
diamond ring $6,600 031541 » 18ct white gold 
oval cut diamond ring $7,000 031563 » 18ct white 
gold pear cut diamond ring $12,750 011130

18ct white gold pear cut diamond ring $1,990 041784 » 18ct white gold baguette cut 
diamond ring $2,770 041785 » 18ct white gold oval cut diamond ring $2,460 041786
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18ct white gold diamond star necklace $3,400 113078 » 18ct white gold pear shaped 
diamond necklace $2,520 113072 » 18ct white gold round brilliant cut diamond necklace 
$3,180 113023 » 18ct white gold round brilliant cut diamond ring $12,530 011287

18ct white gold heart cut diamond stud earrings 
$22,100 132713 » 18ct white gold round brilliant 
cut diamond stud earrings from $3,950 132703 » 
18ct white gold marquise cut diamond earrings 

$23,490 132724 » 18ct white gold diamond 
bracelet and necklace $52,500 140713 » 18ct 
white gold diamond ring $3,090 081869 » 18ct 

white gold diamond ring $7,050 031265
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18ct white gold morganite and diamond ring $8,790 261003 » 18ct white gold tanzanite 
and diamond ring $10,800 261001 » 18ct white gold opal, diamond and alexandrite ring 
$11,300 260997 » 18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond ring $15,250 261007

Nothing demands attention and adoration 
like gemstones. These head-turning treasures 
are unique in their own right; each has 
an individual colour, birthplace and story. 
Precious gemstones come in every colour of 
the rainbow and are gathered from all corners 
of the globe. 

We only utilise finely cut, high lustre gemstones 
and each one is hand-selected. Whether you’re 
looking for coloured gemstone jewellery 
suitable for everyday wear or one-off statement 
pieces that encapsulate your own unique spirit, 
Linneys will be able to accommodate.

Choose from our collection, or let our talented 
designers advise you on which gemstone 
is most suited to you and your design brief. 
Birthstones such as amethyst, aquamarine, 
ruby and sapphire are meaningful and personal 
options to consider.

COLOURED GEMSTONES
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18ct rose gold diamond and tourmaline pendant 
$5,990 260878 » 18ct white gold ametrine and 
diamond ring $11,430 261006 » 18ct white gold 

amethyst and diamond ring $11,680 260897

18ct white gold spinel and diamond 
earrings $6,500 260973 » 18ct white 
gold Tahitian pearl and diamond 
pendant $1,240 206369 » 18ct white 
gold Tahitian pearl and diamond ring 
$3,160 183967 » 18ct white gold Tahitian 
pearl and spinel earrings $3,800 261008
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18ct white gold pearl, diamond and 
aquamarine earrings $3,910 260999 » 18ct 
white gold pearl, diamond and aquamarine 
necklace $4,900 193902 » 18ct white gold 
aquamarine and diamond ring $8,900 
260857 » 18ct white gold pearl, diamond and 
aquamarine earrings $2,660 222837  
On opposite page: 18ct white gold tanzanite 
and diamond pendant $37,500 261004
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18ct white gold pearl and diamond earrings 
$1,990 222738 » 18ct white gold pearl and 

diamond pendant $1,450 205785 » 18ct white 
gold pearl and diamond pendant $1,500 206146 
» 18ct white gold pearl and diamond earrings 

$4,980 222843 » 18ct white gold salt and pepper 
diamond and pearl earrings $18,090 222812

18ct white gold pearl and diamond pendant $1,800 
192653 » 18ct white gold pearl and pave set diamond 
earrings $11,150 222804 » 18ct white gold pearl and 
bezel set diamond earrings $10,700 222846 » 18ct 
white gold diamond ring $9,980 020725
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Coloured diamonds are coveted across the globe for their rarity, beauty and 
unique character. As a long-time curator of the world’s most precious gems, 
Linneys has an exquisite selection of the finest coloured diamonds.

Linneys is proud to be a trusted  Argyle Pink Diamond Select Atelier  since 
the earliest days of the Argyle mine. Our long relationship with Argyle Pink 
Diamonds grants us significant experience in creating unique jewellery featuring 
these special gems. Active in the annual Argyle Pink Diamond Tender, we have 
been successful in acquiring and showcasing these collectable diamonds to 
international and local clients alike.

PINK DIAMONDS

18ct rose gold pink diamond earrings $5,400 
132722 » 18ct white and rose gold pink and white 
diamond ring $6,680 050885 » 18ct white and rose 
gold pink and white diamond pendant $5,400 
112971 » 18ct white and rose gold pink and white 

emerald cut diamond ring $72,870 050857

Platinum and 18ct rose gold white and pink diamond 
ring $48,500 050883 » 18ct white and rose gold pink and 
white diamond cushion shaped earrings $9,080 132510 » 

18ct white and rose gold pink and white diamond square 
shaped earrings $6,280 132469 » 18ct white and rose gold 
princess cut pink and white diamond ring $23,240 050881
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18ct white and rose gold pink and white diamond 
and pearl pendant $8,900 193108 » 18ct white and 
rose gold pink and white diamond necklace $3,300 
113069 » 18ct white and rose gold pink and white 
diamond earrings $11,600 132719 » 18ct white gold 
pink and white diamond bangle $12,700 140694

18ct white and rose gold pink and white diamond ring 
$72,870 050857 » Platinum and 18ct rose gold pink and 

white diamond ring $50,880 050880 » 18ct white gold pink 
and white diamond ring $17,395 050884 » Platinum and 18ct 

rose gold pink and white diamond ring $48,500 050883
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THE ARGYLE PINK DIAMOND TIARA

Pink diamonds are acquired by collectors and connoisseurs around the world 
for their exclusivity and inherent value. These natural treasures have been 
bought to life in a single masterpiece that is the Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara, 
available exclusively at Linneys.

Elegantly composed of 178 of the world’s finest Argyle pink diamonds, the 
tiara is the culmination of old-world royalty and modern day sophistication. 
The uniqueness of this piece is due to every pink diamond having Argyle 
diamond origin certification, making it truly one of a kind. Nestled at the centre 
of the tiara is a captivating 0.80ct Fancy Vivid pear shaped pink diamond. 
This masterful and versatile centrepiece can be detached and worn as a ring, 
allowing the owner to enjoy the splendour of the tiara on many occasions. 

Handcrafted using platinum and 18ct rose gold, this tiara showcases over 37 
carats of pink and white diamonds making it fit for royalty. Having already been 
selected as part of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee at Kensington Palace, this 
regal piece is only at the beginning of its journey as one of the rarest and most 
desirable tiaras in the world.

The Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara not only captures a moment in time, but 
heralds a tribute to historical elegance. Taking its place as one of the most 
extraordinary diamond pieces in the 21st century, the tiara is truly the crowning 
glory of the Linneys coloured diamond collection. 

As a tribute to the Argyle Pink Diamond Tiara, Linneys have created a stunning 
18ct white and rose gold pink and white diamond necklace, aptly named the 
Argyle Princess. The necklace, pictured above, is a limited edition of only 100 
and it is available exclusively at Linneys for $5,980.

FROM THE VAULT
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18ct yellow gold tourmaline, diamond and 
Australian South Sea seedless pearl ring $4,700 
261011 » 18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond 
bangle $21,800 211496 » 18ct yellow gold pearl 
and diamond ring $8,300 183964 » 18ct yellow 
gold and titanium seedless pearl and diamond 
ring $10,500 183963 » 18ct yellow gold and 
platinum pearl necklace $21,000 211501

18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond earrings 
$3,990 222844 » 18ct yellow gold pearl and 
diamond pendant $1,780 193907 » 18ct yellow 
gold Australian South Sea pearl ring $1,880 
183940 » 18ct yellow gold Australian South Sea 
pearl ring $960 183978 » 18ct yellow gold pearl  
and diamond earrings $2,970 222825
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18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond 
pendant $2,340 193854 » 18ct yellow gold 

pearl and diamond earrings $12,800 222802 
» 18ct yellow gold sapphire, pearl and 

diamond ring $9,200 260995

18ct white gold garnet and diamond pendant 
$7,055 260975 » 18ct white gold tourmaline 
and diamond ring $12,200 260978
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SUBIACO
37 Rokeby Road
Subiaco WA 6008
+61 8 9382 4077

CROWN
Great Eastern Highway
Burswood WA 6100
+61 8 9472 3188

Every care is taken to accurately present product in the catalogue, however no responsibility is 
taken for any differences. Item prices are correct at time of printing in November 2019. Cables 
and chains are not included in the published prices unless otherwise stated. Prices may vary 
according to size, colour and quality of the gems used.

Linneys is reducing the environmental footprint of our printed catalogues by utilising a 
premium recycled paper. This catalogue’s internal stock contains 99 percent recycled 
fibre derived from well-managed forests to ensure sustainably harvested paper.

PERTH
61 King Street
Perth WA 6000
+61 8 9287 5287

18ct gold butterfly neoprene bangles 
from $340 163003/163004/163005
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